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Twisted
His past tore them apart. Her lies thrust them back together. Now a killer's out for
revenge, but the biggest threat for both may just be the heat they thought they'd
already lost Antiquities dealer Peter Kauffman walked a fine line between clean
and corrupt for years. And then he met the woman who changed his
life--Egyptologist Katherine Meyer. Their love affair burned white-hot in Egypt, until
the day Pete's lies and half-truths caught up with him. After that, their relationship
imploded, Kat walked out, and before Pete could find her to make things right, he
learned she'd died in a terrorist bombing in Cairo. Six years later, the woman Pete
thought he'd lost for good is suddenly back. The lies this time aren't just his,
though. The only way he and Kat will find the truth and evade a killer out for
revenge is to work together--as long as they don't find themselves burned by the
heat each thought was stolen long ago

Awakened
TITUS — To most his gift seems like a blessing, but for him it’s a curse the other
Eternal Guardians—those who protect the mortal realm—seek to exploit. One he
would gladly trade for the chance to be free… Obsessed. Her touch is like a drug.
From the moment he met her, Titus knew she was different. Even dangerous. Yet
though his guardian brethren are convinced Natasa is working for the enemy, Titus
can’t stop thinking about her. Can’t stop fantasizing about her. Can’t stop craving
the one thing he knows could lead to the downfall of his world. Possessed. Faced
with stopping Natasa or joining in her quest, Titus falls to temptation and is thrust
into a world of lust, deception, and deadly treachery. Her touch—only hers—frees
him from his bonds, but desire may just condemn him. Because before the end
he’ll have to decide which is more important: duty and honor to those he took an
oath to defend, or a woman who could very well be the biggest curse to them all.
*** All books in the Eternal Guardians series can be read in order or as standalones: MARKED - Book 1 ENTWINED - Book 2 TEMPTED - Book 3 ENRAPTURED Book 4 ENSLAVED - Book 5 BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED - Book 7 RAVAGED - Novella,
Book 7.5 AWAKENED - Book 8 UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25 HUNTED - Novella,
Book 8.5 ENSNARED - Novella, Book 8.75 and coming soon WICKED - Book 9

First Exposure
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Temptation & Twilight
DAMON – For twenty-five years he’s served as a slave. With no memory of his past,
he has no way of knowing if this is his ultimate fate, but he senses there has to be
more to life. Damon’s hope for more comes in the form of the Sirens’ newest
recruit. Elysia is unlike any trainee he’s ever met. Not only can she remember
where she came from, but she has an instant connection to Damon, one he’s never
felt and doesn’t understand. Soon Damon is willing to do anything to have Elysia.
Even risk the wrath of his captors so he can keep her for himself. But Damon’s past
isn’t a mystery to everyone. Evil forces are at work beneath the surface, and
before long, Damon realizes that the connection he shares with Elysia isn’t a
random coincidence. His fate—and the darkness it brings—was cemented long ago.
And when it is finally revealed, no one will be safe. *** All books in the Eternal
Guardians series can be read in order or as stand-alones: MARKED - Book 1
ENTWINED - Book 2 TEMPTED - Book 3 ENRAPTURED - Book 4 ENSLAVED - Book 5
BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED - Book 7 RAVAGED - Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED Book 8 UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25 HUNTED - Novella, Book 8.5 ENSNARED Novella, Book 8.75 and coming soon WICKED - Book 9

Entwined
Three djinn warriors. One power-hungry sorceress. The battle for good and evil has
taken a whole new turn… From New York Times Bestselling Author Elisabeth
Naughton, the second book in a series about brotherhood, survival and unexpected
love in a world filled with magic and betrayal. Hope is a dangerous thing Enslaved
by his enemies and forced to fight in the pits of Jahannam for their depraved
entertainment, Nasir, the once-proud Marid warrior and djinn prince, has become a
killer. One celebrated and feared at the same time. Even he doesn’t remember
who he used to be, nor does he care, until hope enters his cell in the form of an
alluring woman who may be the key to his salvation. Sold into slavery, Kavin must
prove her worth. If she can survive one night in the arms of a killer, her life will be
one of luxury—albeit as a concubine, forced to serve her lascivious master.
Sickened by the thought, she knows it’s better than death, and where she once
dreamed of freedom, now all she wants is to stay alive. But when the gladiator
refuses to touch her, her only hope for survival is seduction.

Slave to Passion
Nick – Leader of the half-breeds and the last true hero. He’s spent his life fighting a
dark pull. One he now knows is linked to his father and ultimate evil. But Nick’s
hidden powers are coveted by more than just his father. Imprisoned by his
enemies, Nick battles every form of torture imaginable as they try to break him.
Only one thing is keeping him sane. One woman who gives him the strength to
fight the relentless darkness. She has a dangerous plan of her own, though, and as
Nick’s powers grow stronger, even she might not be enough to alter his destiny. As
the fate of the world hangs in the balance, Nick’s allegiances are tested. And no
one knows whether he will choose to fight for good or succumb to the sinister lure
of evil. Not even him. *** All books in the Eternal Guardians series can be read in
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order or as stand-alones: MARKED - Book 1 ENTWINED - Book 2 TEMPTED - Book 3
ENRAPTURED - Book 4 ENSLAVED - Book 5 BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED - Book 7
RAVAGED - Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED - Book 8 UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25
HUNTED - Novella, Book 8.5 ENSNARED - Novella, Book 8.75 and coming soon
WICKED - Book 9

The Star Witch
Coming face-to-face with my past changes EVERYTHING. I'm at the top of my
game. All my struggles have finally paid off. Life should be great. I mean, life is
great. Except for the fact that I can't stop thinking of her. The woman who mangled
my heart into a bloody pulp and never looked back. If I could free myself of our
shared memories, my future would be golden. There's only one way to move on-I
have to confront the past, so I can move into the next chapter of my life in peace.
Which means confronting her for the final time. I had no idea that knocking on her
door that day would turn my life upside down.

Wait For Me
To stave off a war with the Underworld and protect his people from extinction,
Theron—descendant of Hercules—has to find the woman who fulfills an ancient
prophesy. Only how can he turn her over for sacrifice when losing her would mean
losing his heart?

A SEAL at Heart
Banned from the Valley of the Kings, Amelia Peabody and her distinguished
husband have returned to England with their 19-year-old son Ramses and their
foster daughter, Nefret. Ramses is secretly in love with Nefret and plans to flee to
Germany to avoid temptation. Then a mysterious visitor changes the plan for the
whole family. Set in the Sudan, this is another exciting adventure which follows the
Peabody family as they confront all the forces against them armed only with a
crumbling map and an important letter

Tempted
ORPHEUS — To most he’s an enigma, a devil-may-care rogue who does whatever
he pleases whenever he wants. Now this loose cannon is part of the Eternal
Guardians—elite warriors assigned to protect the human realm—whether he likes it
or not. Orpheus has but one goal: to locate a magical medallion with supernatural
powers. He’s just not expecting a woman to get in the way, especially not a Siren
as gorgeous as Skyla. Unable to resist her, the two become unlikely allies. He
simply has no idea she’s an assassin sent to seduce, entrap, then ultimately
destroy him. Yet Skyla herself might have the most to lose. There’s a reason
Orpheus feels so familiar, a reason her body seems to crave him. Perhaps he’s not
the man everyone thinks… Then again…maybe he’s exactly that man. The truth
could reveal a deadly secret as old as the Eternal Guardians themselves. *** All
books in the Eternal Guardians series can be read in order or as stand-alones:
MARKED - Book 1 ENTWINED - Book 2 TEMPTED - Book 3 ENRAPTURED - Book 4
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ENSLAVED - Book 5 BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED - Book 7 RAVAGED - Novella, Book
7.5 AWAKENED - Book 8 UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25 HUNTED - Novella, Book
8.5 ENSNARED - Novella, Book 8.75 and coming soon WICKED - Book 9

Melt For Me
DEMETRIUS — He’s the hulking, brooding warrior his fellow Guardians avoid. Too
dark. Too damaged. And given his heritage, he knows it’s best to keep everyone at
arm’s length. Isadora is missing. The words pound through his head like a frantic
drumbeat. For her own protection, Demetrius did all he could to avoid the fragile
princess. Now she’s gone—kidnapped. To get her back, he’ll have to go to the
black place in his soul he’s always shunned. As daemons ravage the human realm
and his loyalty to the Guardians is put to the ultimate test, Demetrius realizes that
Isadora is stronger than anyone thought. And finally letting her into his heart may
be the only way to save them both. *** All books in the Eternal Guardians series
can be read in order or as stand-alones: MARKED - Book 1 ENTWINED - Book 2
TEMPTED - Book 3 ENRAPTURED - Book 4 ENSLAVED - Book 5 BOUND - Book 6
TWISTED - Book 7 RAVAGED - Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED - Book 8 UNCHAINED Novella, Book 8.25 HUNTED - Novella, Book 8.5 ENSNARED - Novella, Book 8.75
and coming soon WICKED - Book 9

The Graveyard Book
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A young woman is caught up in a dangerous
double life on behalf of her country during World War II in Danielle Steel’s thrilling
new novel. At eighteen, Alexandra Wickham is presented to King George V and
Queen Mary in an exquisite white lace and satin dress her mother has ordered
from Paris. With her delicate blond looks, she is a stunning beauty who seems
destined for a privileged life. But fate, a world war, and her own quietly rebellious
personality lead her down a different path. By 1939, Europe is on fire and England
is at war. From her home in idyllic Hampshire, Alex makes her way to London as a
volunteer in the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry. But she has skills that draw the
attention of another branch of the service. Fluent in French and German, she would
make the perfect secret agent. Within a year, Alex is shocking her family in
trousers and bright red lipstick. They must never know about the work she
does—no one can know, not even the pilot she falls in love with. While her country
and those dearest to her pay the terrible price of war, Alex learns the art of
espionage, leading to life-and-death missions behind enemy lines and a long
career as a spy in exotic places and historic times. Spy follows Alex’s extraordinary
adventures in World War II and afterward in India, Pakistan, Morocco, Hong Kong,
Moscow, and Washington, D.C., when her husband, Richard, enters the foreign
service and both become witnesses to a rapidly changing world from post-war to
Cold War. She lives life on the edge, with a secret she must always keep hidden.

The History of Woman Suffrage
Guardian of the Horizon
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Sometimes you have to go beyond the call of duty. . . Bodyguards In Bed There's
just one cardinal rule when it comes to being a bodyguard: no matter how
tempting it may be, never, ever get romantically involved with the person you're
protecting. But as these sensual novellas prove, even the most important rules are
made to be broken-again and again and again. Join acclaimed authors Lucy
Monroe, Jamie Denton, and Elisabeth Naughton as they open the files on an
undercover operative who finds a sexy surprise under his covers, a hot case
involving mixed messages and mistaken identities, and a mission impossible
protecting a provocative beauty who lives to love dangerously. Yeah, it's a hard
job, but someone's gotta do it.

Stolen Seduction
From the New York Times bestselling author who brought you WAIT FOR ME comes
the next emotional love story in Elisabeth Naughton's Against All Odds series He
thinks he’s finally found the one. Mitch Mathews never believed in love—at least
not the happily-ever-after kind. Then he met Simone Conners. One night with the
sexy lawyer made him reevaluate his priorities and look toward a future he never
planned. The only hang-up is making her see it too. She’s almost ready for a
second chance. What started out as a casual hook-up with a rugged geologist has
turned into something a whole lot more. Simone’s on the verge of handing over her
heart, but fear over what Mitch will say and do when he discovers who she used to
be holds her back. The past could destroy their future… Just when Simone’s ready
to take a chance on forever with Mitch, her secrets catch up with her. Suddenly it’s
not just her life on the line, it’s his too. Forced into hiding, Mitch demands answers,
and Simone realizes the only way to protect everything she holds dear is to delve
into a past she’s spent years trying to forget. As they search for the truth, they
discover secrets, lies, and a rekindled passion that burns hotter than before. But
they also uncover a conspiracy that threatens the very fabric of society. One that
could cost them more than just their future…it could cost them both their lives.
Books in the Against All Odds Series: WAIT FOR YOU - Book 1 WAIT FOR ME - Book
2 HOLD ON TO ME - Book 3 MELT FOR ME - Book 4

Stolen Heat
When a mission blows up in CIA operative Eve Wolfe's face she his labeled a traitor
and put in the custody of an elite member of Aegis Security, Zane Archer, who just
happens to be her ex-lover. Original.

All We Were
When his soul mate Isadora, a fragile princess, is kidnapped by his enemies,
Demetrius, a brooding warrior his fellow Guardians avoid, discovers that by letting
Isadora into his heart may be the key to their survival. Original.

Enraptured
Searching for the elusive Star of Baewyr, Captain Lucan Hern, a virile warrior, is
distracted from his mission by an encounter with Isadora, the young, widowed
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attendant to the Empress, who holds the key to what he is looking for, yet
captivates him with her innocence. Original.

Marked
From NYT Bestselling Author Elisabeth Naughton, the third book in the emotional
Against All Odds series Yuletide Spirits pub owner Ella Maclean doesn’t do holidays.
In fact, she’d be perfectly happy if the calendar jumped from November to January,
bypassing December all together. Known as Holly, North Carolina’s infamous
Scrooge, Ella’s singular focus is to capitalize on the silly tourists who flock to the
winter-wonderland-themed town so she can forget everything she lost on a cold,
snowy night long ago. Then rock’s latest “it” guy, Tate Kendrick, rolls into town.
Tate’s determined to break through Ella’s frigid barriers, and though Ella tries to
resist his wicked charm, the heat they once shared as teens flares hotter than
ever. Slowly, Ella’s frozen heart begins to thaw. But when trouble linked to the rock
star strikes at her pub, Ella suddenly starts to wonder if the return of her first love
is the holiday miracle she’s been too afraid to hope for, or if bad boy Tate Kendrick
is nothing more than her nightmare before Christmas. Books in the Against All
Odds Series: WAIT FOR YOU - Book 1 WAIT FOR ME - Book 2 HOLD ON TO ME - Book
3 MELT FOR ME - Book 4

Eternal Guardians Bundle: 3 Stories by Elisabeth Naughton
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Elisabeth Naughton comes
a new story in her Eternal Guardians series… Ari--Once an Eternal Guardian, now
he's nothing but a rogue mercenary with one singular focus: revenge. His guardian
brothers all think he’s dead, but he is very much alive in the human realm,
chipping away at Zeus’s Sirens every chance he can, reveling in his brutality and
anonymity. Until, that is, he abducts the wrong female and his identity is finally
exposed. It will take more than the Eternal Guardians, more even than the gods to
rein Ari in after everything he’s done. It may just take the courage of one woman
willing to stand up to a warrior who’s become a savage. **Every 1001 Dark Nights
novella is a standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s
world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy
each one as much as we do.**

FRANKENSTEIN (The Original 1818 Edition)
ZANDER — The most feared of all the Eternal Guardians. It’s rumored he can’t be
killed, and he always fights like he has nothing to lose. But even he has to have a
vulnerability… somewhere. Forces of daemons are gathering and have broken
through the barriers of the mortal realm. Now more than ever the Eternal
Guardians are needed to protect both their own world and the human realm.
Zander can’t afford to think about what might have been with the bewitching
physician he once regarded as his soul mate. But with eternity stretching before
him, he also can’t fathom spending his life without the one woman who makes him
feel most alive. Perhaps he’s found his weakness, after all… *** All books in the
Eternal Guardians series can be read in order or as stand-alones: MARKED - Book 1
ENTWINED - Book 2 TEMPTED - Book 3 ENRAPTURED - Book 4 ENSLAVED - Book 5
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BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED - Book 7 RAVAGED - Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED Book 8 UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25 HUNTED - Novella, Book 8.5 ENSNARED Novella, Book 8.75 and coming soon WICKED - Book 9

Marked
A film that could make her career America's sweetheart, Avery Scott, is up for the
biggest role of her life, one with Oscar potential. When her girl-next-door fame
prevents Avery from doing the in-depth research for the sensual role herself, her
assistant insists on traveling to an exclusive couples resort to handle the job. But
when her friend goes missing, Avery's focus shifts from landing the role of a
lifetime to finding out what happened on the sultry Caribbean island. A weekend
that will change her life Avery contacts Aegis Security and hires one of their elite
operatives to accompany her to the resort. She just doesn't expect to get former
undercover FBI agent Cade Blackwell-the man who ripped out her teenage heart
twelve years before. Avery's a good actress. With a little work and a convincing
disguise, she's confident she can fool the staff at the resort. The question iscan she
fool Cade? Because one weekend at the sexiest resort in the world with the only
man she's ever loved will expose her to more than just a kinky new lifestyle. It'll
expose her to numerous wicked firsts that will test every ounce of her self-control.
And if she's not careful, she could lose her heart-and her life-in the process.

Tempted
From New York Times Bestselling Author Elisabeth Naughton, the first story in a
series about brotherhood, survival and unexpected love in a world filled with magic
and betrayal. Careful what you wish for… Sentenced as a pleasure slave, Djinn
Prince Tariq of the Marid tribe has but one duty: travel into the human realm and
corrupt souls by granting wishes to the women who possess the Firebrand opal, a
gemstone of magical power. Ten years of imprisonment have left Tariq bitter, but
to save his brothers’ lives, he’ll submit to his endless personal hell, even if it
means giving up his own hope for freedom. When Mira Dawson obtains the
Firebrand opal, she’s sure the rumors about its magical qualities must be fiction.
Until, that is, she touches the stone and a dark and dangerous warrior appears in
her living room, offering to pleasure her beyond her wildest dreams. Soon, fantasy
becomes a temptation she can’t deny. The only question left is…will the pleasure
be worth the price? Because as Mira’s been warned, nothing…not even
fantasies…are free.

Gone
Three years ago, Alec McClane and Raegan Devereaux lived every parent's worst
nightmare: their one-year-old daughter, Emma, was abducted from a park when
Alec turned his back for just a moment. Emma was never found, and presumed
dead. The crushing trauma, plus Alec's unbearable guilt, ended the couple's
marriage. Now a four-year-old girl matching Emma's profile is found wandering a
local park. Alec and Raegan are heartbroken to discover she's not their daughter
but are newly motivated to find closureand each secretly feels desperate to be in
the other's presence again. Alec suspects his vengeful biological father is behind
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Emma's disappearance. But as Raegan investigates other abductions in the area,
she sees a pattern--and begins to wonder if Emma's kidnapping is actually linked
to something more sinister. As Alec and Raegan race to uncover the truth, a longburning spark rekindles into smoldering passion, and they realize they need each
other now more than ever.

Spy
Ravaged: An Eternal Guardians Novella
Awakened
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Elisabeth Naughton comes
a new story in her Eternal Guardians series… RYDER–Mysterious, powerful, every
woman’s fantasy come true. For thousands of years, Ryder has reveled in his role
as an immortal messenger—a dream weaver sent to seduce and manipulate. Until
he’s ordered to deceive a fantasy of his own. Zakara, the daughter of one of the
mightiest Eternal Guardians, is his perfect woman. But she’s impervious to Ryder’s
advances. Each attempt to sway her to his will pushes him deeper into a
dreamscape she seems to be controlling. To survive, Ryder will need to find a way
to master his sexy new prey. Because if he can’t, he risks forever condemning
himself and the woman he’s grown to love to a never-ending nightmare drawn
straight from the twisted depths of hell. **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a
standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for
fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as
much as we do.**

Bound
Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus is a novel written by Mary Shelley about
a creature produced by an unorthodox scientific experiment. Shelley started
writing the story when she was nineteen, and the novel was published when she
was twenty-one. The first edition was published anonymously in London in 1818.
Shelley's name appears on the second edition, published in France in 1823. The
original 1818 'Uncensored' Edition of Frankenstein as first published anonymously
in 1818. This original version is much more true to the spirit of the author's original
intentions than the heavily revised 1831 edition, edited by Shelley, in part,
because of pressure to make the story more conservative. Many scholars prefer
the 1818 text to the more common 1831 edition. Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley
(1797–1851) was an English novelist, short story writer, dramatist, essayist,
biographer, and travel writer, best known for her Gothic novel Frankenstein: or,
The Modern Prometheus.

Hold On To Me
Book 1 of West Coast Navy SEALs From beloved romance author Anne Elizabeth
comes a hot new contemporary romance trilogy featuring hunky Navy SEALs and
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the strong-minded, sexy women who capture their hearts. He lost just about
everything on that mission Being a Navy SEAL means everything to John "Red Jack"
Roaker, but a mission gone wrong has left his buddy dead, his memory spotty, and
his world turned upside down. His career as a SEAL is threatened unless Dr. Laurie
Smith's unconventional methods of therapy can help him. Maybe she can show him
how to get it back Laurie's father was a SEAL-and she knows exactly what the
personal cost can be. She can't resist trying everything to help this man, and not
only because she finds him as sexy as he is honorable. As the layers of Jack's
resistance peel away, he and Laurie unearth secrets that go to the highest levels of
the military- and the deepest depths of their hearts West Coast Navy SEALs Series:
A SEAL at Heart (Book 1) Once a SEAL (Book 2) A SEAL Forever (Book 3) Praise for
A SEAL at Heart: "A beautiful story of life, loss, and love." -New York Times
bestselling author Suzanne Brockmann "The connection between Jack and Laurie is
instantaneous and combustible." -Publishers' Weekly "You will not find a better
storyteller with such feeling for the hearts of our military warriors." -Coffee Time
Romance

Crosswinds: Episode 3
The New York Times Bestseller about love, loss, and the power of second chances.
A woman without a past After a tragic accident left her with no memory, Kate
Alexander struggled to fit in with a husband and world that didn't feel right. She's
had no reason to question what friends and family have told her, not until her
husband is suddenly killed and she finds a photo of a young girl in his office. A girl
who can't be anyone but a daughter Kate didn't know she had. A man desperate
for a reason to live Ryan Harrison lost his wife in a plane crash five years ago. To
cope with the pain of her loss, he dedicated himself to his job and to raising their
daughter. Now a successful pharmaceutical executive, Ryan has everything a man
could want--money, fame and power--but he'd give it all up in a heartbeat for just
one more day with the woman he still loves. Two lives about to converge As Kate
begins to dig into a past she doesn't remember, evidence leads her to San
Francisco and puts her on the path toward Ryan, a man who sees in her the
woman he loved and lost. Kate feels a draw to Ryan, one she can't explain, but is
that feeling enough to convince her this is where she's supposed to be? As Ryan
and Kate search for answers, they uncover lies long buried, a passion hotter than
either expected and a danger that threatenseven nowwhen the second chance
they've both been searching for is finally within reach.

Bound to Seduction
THERON – Dark haired, duty bound and deceptively deadly. He’s the leader of the
Eternal Guardians, an elite group of warriors that defend the mortal realm. From
the moment he walked into the club, Casey knew this guy was different. Men like
that just didn’t exist in real life—silky shoulder-length hair, chest impossibly broad,
and a predatory manner that just screamed dark and dangerous. He was looking
for something. Her. She was the one. She had the mark. Casey had to die so his
kind could live, and it was Theron’s duty to bring her in. But even the leader of the
Guardians wasn’t strong enough to resist the pull in her fathomless eyes, to tear
himself away from the heat of her body. As war with the immortal realm nears,
someone will have to make the ultimate sacrifice. *** All books in the Eternal
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Guardians series can be read in order or as stand-alones: MARKED - Book 1
ENTWINED - Book 2 TEMPTED - Book 3 ENRAPTURED - Book 4 ENSLAVED - Book 5
BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED - Book 7 RAVAGED - Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED Book 8 UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25 HUNTED - Novella, Book 8.5 ENSNARED Novella, Book 8.75 and coming soon WICKED - Book 9

Dark Prince
GRYPHON — Honorable, loyal, dependable…tainted. He was the ultimate warrior
before imprisonment changed him in ways he can’t ignore. Come to me. You can’t
resist. The voice calls to him, but Gryphon will not allow himself to be ruled by the
insidious whispers in his head. There’s one way to stop them: kill the evil being
who enslaved him. With so much darkness inside, though, he can’t be sure what’s
real anymore. Even the Eternal Guardians, those who protect the human realm,
want to exile him. They’re not sure he can be trusted. Finding Maelea is like a
miracle. Somehow, he doesn’t feel the dark pull when she’s near. He’s determined
to keep her as near as possible, whether she wants him close or not. But proximity
spurs temptation. A temptation that will test every bit of control he has left. One
that may ultimately have the power to send him back to his imprisonment or free
him from his chains for good. *** All the Eternal Guardians books can be read in
order or as stand-alone stories. MARKED - Book 1 ENTWINED - Book 2 TEMPTED Book 3 ENRAPTURED - Book 4 ENSLAVED - Book 5 BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED - Book
7 RAVAGED - Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED - Book 8 UNCHAINED - Novella, Book
8.25 HUNTED - Novella, Book 8.5 ENSNARED - Novella, Book 8.75 and coming soon
WICKED - Book 9

Enslaved
An incomparable gift for Christine Feehan fans, Dark Prince returns in a new,
author’s cut special edition. #1 New York Times bestseller Feehan revisits her
classic tale of paranormal romance—the breathtaking story of a beautiful hunter
with extraordinary telepathic abilities captivated by the powerful allure of a
tormented prince of the mysterious Carpathians—expanding the beloved story by
100 never before seen pages! Here is your golden opportunity to experience the
first book in Christine Feehan’s remarkable Dark saga as you never have before,
whether it’s a glorious re-entrance into this writer’s mystical, unforgettable
world…or your very first visit!

Extreme Measures
After the grisly murder of his entire family, a toddler wanders into a graveyard
where the ghosts and other supernatural residents agree to raise him as one of
their own.

Forbidden
When she agrees to allow the Marquis of Alynwick help her solve the mystery
surrounding her ancestor's ancient diary, Elizabeth, the blind daughter of a duke,
finds it hard to remember his betrayal as they work together.
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The Law of Nations; Or, Principles of the Law of Nature
Secrets, Sex and Scandals … Welcome to Storm, Texas, where passion runs hot,
desire runs deep, and secrets have the power to destroy… Get ready. The storm is
coming. Lacey Salt's world shattered with the death of her brother, and now the
usually sweet-tempered girl is determined to take back some control—even if that
means sabotaging her best friend, Mallory, and Mallory's new boyfriend, Luis.

The Speed Of Dark
Ensnared: An Eternal Guardians Novella
The individual who collects all six statues and deciphers the code locked within will
be awarded controlling interest in Roarke Resorts. YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS
ENDEAVOR IS A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH. Hailey Roarke was never interested
in her family's fortune. That's why she became a cop. But with her father and now
her cousin dead, she's suddenly on the wrong side of a police interrogation. The
only way to clear her name is to solve the riddle before the real killer. Without
getting killed herself. Detective Shane Maxwell can't deny the spark of lust he feels
every time Hailey is near. But the woman is clearly hiding something. Trusting his
gut--and the heat in her eyes--he joins her on an elaborate global treasure hunt
staged by her late father. Caught between a sizzling seduction and a maniacal
murderer, for Hailey and Shane the biggest reward of all will be making it out alive.

Bodyguards In Bed
Journeys inside the mind of Lou Arrendale, an autistic man, who is asked to
undergo a new, experimental treatment designed to cure autism, as he struggles
with the question of whether or not he should risk a medical procedure that could
make him "normal." Reprint.

Entwined
Zander can't afford to think about what might have been with the bewitching
physician he once regarded as his soul mate. But with eternity stretching before
him, he also can't fathom spending his life without the one woman who makes him
feel most alive.
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